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Appmosphere, Inc. Works with Eat Street Social to Develop Restaurant Apps

Appmosphere will design and customize mobile applications for the trendy Minneapolis bar
and restaurant.

Minneapolis, Minnesota (PRWEB) October 10, 2013 -- There’s been a lot of hype lately surrounding the
Minneapolis bar and restaurant, Eat Street Social. Not only are they known for their great food, artistic drinks,
and trendy vibe, but they’ve opened shop in other areas of town, as well as expanded their Whittier
neighborhood location to include a Tiki Bar. They’ve been featured in articles and radio spots, and are seen as
trend-setters in the Minneapolis scene. But now, the Eat Street Social is taking their prowess into the mobile
technology realm. Minneapolis mobile app development firm Appmosphere, Inc., with the guidance of Eat
Street Social will be customizing mobile apps to ease day-to-day business in the restaurant. Developed for the
iPad and iPad Mini platforms, these apps will assist everyone from the host to servers, cashiers, bartenders,
cooks, platers, and managers. Designed to minimize paper usage and offering managers sweeping control over
the business, the Eat Street Social apps show exciting progress in the culinary world.

As a customer at Eat Street, the technology won’t be in your face. The bar’s vibe features dim lighting, large
leather booths, dark wood, chandeliers, and a central bar jutting out in to the center of the room. No one wants a
bunch of loud technology clashing with that. In fact, for many, the technology will hardly be noticeable. But the
savvier customers that choose to participate in the restaurant’s technological initiative will surely be rewarded.
Appmosphere isn’t just creating apps for Eat Street’s internal systems, but for their clientele as well. The Eat
Street Social app will allow customers to browse an interactive menu and get mapped directions, as well as
receive coupons and deals for simply having the app. So you may be sitting at the bar enjoying a few drinks
with friends, when all of a sudden, your phones will buzz and BAM! Get a round of free drinks just for
participating.

Still, the apps are centered around easing business practices. This is an attempt to get rid of tickets and keep
staff on top of their game, as well as accountable for their time. Appmosphere is still in the late design stages of
development for this suite of software tools, but will continue to publish updates as the project progresses.

About Appmosphere, Inc.

Appmosphere is a cutting-edge, full-service provider of mobile application development and marketing
strategies. Their vision is to utilize the best technologies to improve people’s lives through useful, relevant, and
efficient software tools.

Appmosphere was founded in 2007, putting them at the beginning of the mobile software development
revolution. As smartphones have evolved, so have they; Appmosphere has remained at the forefront of all new
platforms and technologies.

For more information, visit http://www.appmosphereinc.com
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Contact Information
Nathan Ooley
Appmosphere Inc.
http://www.appmosphereinc.com
+1 (612) 259-8422

Nick Tichawa
Appmosphere, Inc
http://www.appmosphereinc.com
612-991-0163

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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